GROUND PLATE INSTALLATION GUIDELINE
FOR IRRIGATION CONTROL SYSTEMS
CAUTION! WEAR WORK GLOVES AND OTHER APPROPRIATE SAFETY EQUIPMENT TO AVOID INJURY.
Proper earth grounding of irrigation system electronic equipment is essential in order to provide a path for the equipment’s
lightning arrester to discharge energy into the ground. If this installation does not yield the required earth ground resistance,
additional electrodes can be installed to further reduce it.
Select the location where the enclosed ground plate will be installed. Install the grounding electrodes per the dimensional
drawings below.
The shaded area in the TOP VIEW of the drawing below shows “The Sphere of Influence” of the ground plate and a
ground rod (not included.) No wires should be installed within this area. The area should be moist at all times so that the
soil can conduct the lightning energy for dissipation into the earth. Minimum moisture content should be 15% by weight.
Cut a 6-inch wide trench from the electronic equipment to the ground plate location. The required depth of the ground
plate is shown on the SIDE VIEW below.
Clean the bottom of the trench for the ground plate so that there is a 10-foot long flat bottom at a depth of about 36
inches.
Carefully remove the coiled ground plate from the box. Cut the cable tie while holding the coil so that it doesn’t sprig open
unexpectedly.
Place the copper plate on the ground and unwind it. Step on it to make it as straight as possible.
Pour a 50-pound bag of “Earth Contact Material” (Powerset or Powerfill) within the 10-foot trench bottom and rake
evenly. A 50-pound bag of earth contact material can be mixed with 3-½ gallons of water to create a slurry, which is
easier to pour into the trench.
Place the copper plate in the trench, over the earth contact material, and unwind the 6 AWG insulated wire within the
trench and towards the electronic equipment. DO NOT CREATE ANY SHARP BENDS. IF NECESSARY TO BEND THE
WIRE, DO SO IN A SWEEPING LINE AND THROUGH A 1 ½" PLASTIC SWEEP ELL.
#
Cut-off any excess 6 AWG wire and connect it to the ground lug of the electronic equipment. Use a 4 split bolt to connect
multiple copper grounding and bonding conductors inside the equipment.
Pour the second 50-pound bag of earth contact material over the ground plate and rake it evenly. Make sure that the
earth contact material covers the insulated green wire and that no bare copper is showing near the weld joint.
If the soil is dry, a means of irrigation (bubbler, emitter, etc.) should be installed over the center of the ground plate. The
irrigation controller can then be used to maintain proper moisture. The sphere of influence of the ground rod needs to be
moist also.
Backfill and tamp the soil in the trench. Do not use excessive amounts of water to achieve compaction.

TYPICAL GROUNDING CIRCUIT INSTALLATION:
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TOP VIEW

NOTES:
NOTES:
1. Connect all 6 AWG Wires inside the controller. Connect one
wire to the controller ground lug and use a #4 Split Bolt (Paige
181998) to connect all wires together.
2. Make sure that the Earth Contact Material completely covers
the weld joint of the ground plate. The green/yellow wire
insulation should be covered by the Earth Contact Material.

For assistance please call Paige Electric at (559) 431-2346
Disclaimer: Paige Electric has made every effort to ensure that the information and recommendations contained within are correct. However, neither
Paige Electric nor any of its employees warrants nor accepts any liability for the use of this information. National and local electrical codes should
always be followed. Wiring, grounding, shielding, and bonding irrigation system components often require competent engineering judgment on a
case-by-case basis. Competent engineering assistance should be sought from firms specializing in this field. The manufacturer(s) of the irrigation
equipment being protected should also be consulted.
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